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Five years  ago when we began Anglian  Motor  Sport  Club we had no aspirations
about running a stage rally. We were much more interested in the survival of local
club sport which was definitely in decline for various reasons.

How things change. We have just completed running, with great success, a round of
a National Championship Single Venue Stage event with support from the leading
motor  sport  national  newspaper  on  one  of  the  finest  racing  circuits,  also  with
national television coverage.

I won’t go on about the event itself. Full details of the results and excellent videos
from outside and inside the car are available on Facebook and YouTube. One to look
out for in particular is the 15 minute video by Andy Kitson, brilliant artist and friend
of ECMC.

The  main  point  is  that  AMSC was  now recognised  as  a  capable  club.  We didn’t
canvass  for  the  job  of  running  Snetterton.  We were  asked  if  we  wanted  it.  The
MSV/MSN Circuit Rally Championship coordinating club, Bolton le Moors MC asked if
we could run it for them. They had done so previously and found it difficult from
such a distance to manage it. Remember that, in 2015 when we won third place in
the MSA Club of the Year, we had not ever applied for a single permit to run our own
event!

However, although not having all worked in the same team together for anything,
everyone just got stuck in. Clive Grounds ( C of C ) belongs to CambridgeCC, Stan
Graham ( Event Sec ), Wickford, Mike Hurst ( Safety Officer and a high pressure role
with the new MSA requirements ) Middlesex, Martin Newson ( SCCoN ) and Tony
Hewitt  (  KLDMC and ECMC )  as  joint  Chief  Marshals,  Brian  Hemmings  and Keith
Pettitt (both WSMC ) and Howard Joynt SCCoN and Mark Banham ( KLDMC ) all doing



much of the liaison work and Gary Nicholls ( CMC ) results. But these are only a few
of the 40-odd people involved at some point or another. In addition there were 200
marshals involved with set-up and on the day itself who had come from all sorts of
clubs, including motor racing.

And that list does not include the Snetterton Circuit staff who were a terrific help
throughout,  with the outdoor staff  with their  Teleporters still  working at 7.30 on
Saturday  evening  but  being  back  before  6.00  on  Sunday  morning  to  keep  it  on
schedule. Brilliant guys.

The Circuit did not expect many spectators as it was a stage rally, not a race meeting.
They thought about 100 would arrive, judging by the number they get at a club race
meeting. In fact there were 250 by 11 o’clock and 1000 by the end of the day.

Successful? No Question.

MSV have already asked if we will run it again next year.

It’s warming to think that ECMC, who ran the first Motor Race at Snetterton when it
was just another abandoned WWll airfield, are still  there, heavily involved, in the
Circuit’s National Championship round. 
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Overall winners Chris West and Steven Cox in the two wheel drive 3.2 litre Peugeot 306 Maxi. 
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Winnners of Class E 4-wd Rob Swann and Aron Rayner in their Subaru S12B WRC.
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Steven Tilburn and Jack Tilburn. Kings Lynn members in the 2500 cc Mk 2 who came 6th overall
being chased by Tim Mewett and Liz Jordan in the 1998 cc version.
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Ian Rix of SCCoN and Steve Greenhill in their 2 litre Mk1 Escort.
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John Cooledge and Peter Eaton in John's 2.0 Anglia which has 
possibly done more stage miles than any car there.
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The pristine Mk2 of Lee Earthy and Tudor Davis.
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3rd in class A went to the MGZR 1.4 of Aaron Rix and Anna Greenhill, being chased by Lee Earthy.
Using two laps on each stage gave the crowd some exciting close competition.
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 Dave Smalley and Matthew Smalley from Kings Lynn won Class A in their 1400 Corsa.
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Ivan Chafer (ECMC) and Terry Dolphin in the lovely 2 litre 205.
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Claire Rix and Rob Cook in the much-travelled 1400 KA with Matt and Suze Endean 
in very hot pursuit.

A special mention should go to Tyrells Restaurant had a rather large early morning
order on Sunday. 200 marshals required 200 bacon half-baguettes to be ready at 0700.
Not only were they exactly on time, they were piping hot and absolutely delicious,
and very much appreciated.

To view Andy Kitson's video of the meeting log onto:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwJq6wmA-Uc&t=0s

And finally; special thanks to M&H Photography for the excellent photographs.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwJq6wmA-Uc&t=0s


ECMC Social Evening
Saturday March 25  th     7.30 pm 

Burstall Village Hall  IP8 3DR

Menu.

Homemade Soup with fresh bread

Ploughman’s with assorted  pickles and cheeses

Variety of delicious puddings

Tea and Coffee

Please feel free to bring your own drinks.

£5 per person

www.ecmc.co.uk for booking details

**Please book by March 20  th  **



Time Of Life.

It  is  inevitable that in a man's life  there comes a time when his thoughts turn to
owning an Austin Seven. Our membership secretary Nick Skuse is currently going
through that period, here is his story in his own words...

What are you going to do when you retire? A question that is often presented to
men of a certain age ……. rapidly approaching that point in my life I have churned
the question over and over. Obviously I need something that forces me out of the
house, to the shed. It could take 5, 10 or 20 years – the aim is to give me an
excuse to get out of the house.  In the early 1990’s I built my Westfield. I had
previously planned a second Westfield build (you always can do things better the
second time) but I thought I needed something requiring a bit more  ‘hand on’. I
had some rebuild experience as the initial Westfield build was followed by the
rebuild of couple of minis. With a move to a house with a smaller garage,  I switch
to  motorcycles  and  the  rebuild  Ducatis,   350  and  500  desmodromic  twins.
Casting my mind back to the 1990’s again, and competing at the Seckford PCT in
the various family cars, I remember some very nice specials. One particular has
stuck in my memory,  a  home built  MG TF replica (not  a  kit  car)  with  a  tidy
aluminium body,  being driven by a  gentlemen in his  60’s.   So  to  shorten the
introduction I settled on creating a ‘evocation’ of a 1940/50 2 seater,  suitable for
touring and occasional trials. 

You thought that would be it then, just get on with it. No ….. more decisions and
therefore research is always required, do you want a warts and all version? or
more modern running gear with period style body? Do you use modern materials
and techniques (GRP/steel) or period (ash and aluminium).  As the purpose of
the project is to occupy my time and increase the limited skills I have decided it’s
period  as  far  a  practical.  Period  donor,  period  style,  period  techniques  and
materials.  That inevitably also leads you to the 750 MC and the thousands of
Austin 7 specials and special builders that have been built over 95 years of its
existence.  I did have a prick of conscience at this point, I did not want to destroy
an piece of history, luckily there are enough genuine examples out there and still
a few beyond hope barn finds about. I started looking  - the criteria was that the
donor needed to be as complete as possible (the previous rebuilds have taught
me the problems of  finding the ‘left  hand off  set  clevis  pin’  that  went out  of
production years ago, where as manufacturing from pattern is always possible. It
should be the latest model possible, better brakes/4 speed gearbox etc.   ….. so
the target was a late Austin 7 Ruby, Early search activities were frustrating and so
I looked at a couple of incomplete/unfinished projects  (a warning sign of the
number of people who had started this journey but never got to complete it), also
the huge number of little businesses out there to supply almost everything, from
a full Ulster replica body to that elusive ‘left hand off set clevis pin’.



Unlikely though it is, ebay came to the rescue and DOF 506 turned up, 1937 Ruby
2 (its 80th birthday in May 17), complete and with a registration document still
recognised by DVLA. I will stop here there will be more to come 

But as a start I have been sketching out what I want………

The detailed blueprint of how the car will look.

DOF 506: The ruby red Ruby which Nick has nicknamed “Dobby”.

                 Nick Skuse
To be continued...............



The View From The Editors Desk

Since its first issue in 1980 Practical Classics magazine must have been responsible
for the saving of more classic cars than any other magazine on the market. Bereft of
technically  wonderful  photographs  of  unaffordable  cars  in  picturesque  locations
befitting a calendar or tourist brochure it concentrated on the grubby, grazed knuckles
end  of  the  market.  At  a  time  when  many  of  the  cars  featured  would  have  been
considered as “bangers” and unworthy of the title “Classic” the magazine continued
ploughing its  own furrow. Over the following three and a half  decades  Practical
Classics have been proven right again and again, and will be in the future!

However I fear that the magazine now bitten off more than it can chew! The March
2017 issue features our very own Competitions Secretary Tony Burchnall in its Club
Hero's feature.  This  gentleman  is  without  doubt  a  classic  and  is  probably  quite
practical but whilst not yet a basket case he must by now be well past his best and
spare parts are virtually unobtainable. The chances of him ever scrubbing up so well
as he did for the photo they featured is probably nil.

Thank you Practical Classics for recognising Tony's contribution to the ECMC over
many years and more latterly the AMSC. Also thank you for saving so many cars!

Tony Burchnall. Our hero!!

-

A few years ago this club along with its local counterparts were in the doldrums,
membership numbers were falling and not much happening. Thankfully that is now
firmly in the past and together we have a strong wind in our favour taking us into the
future. As Tony Burchnall has already stated in this issue the efforts of the AMSC has



been recognised not only by the MSA in the form of a significant trophy but also the
organisers  of  a  national  championship rally.  Our  friends at  Snetterton Circuit  and
Motorsport News magazine entrusted us with the running of Round 5 and we proved
our mettle. Well done to everyone from the clubs that comprise the AMSC who – both
over the months and on the day – got out there and made it happen, and that also
includes the members who competed!

-

I was saddened to read in the W.S.M.C Newsletter of the death of John Foster, the
former AutoCrosser was only 60 years old. My sincere condolences go out to his
family and friends.

-
OUT WITH WINTER - HERE COMES THE SPRING.

The winter has pretty well gone and I don’t think it’s been too bad. I can remember many 
that were worse. It does mean we see the last of the seasons TRIALS.

WSMC have Wattisfield on March 19th and it looks as if it will be fairly dry which can help 
the site. The final round is Falcon at Ivinghoe which will also incorporate the annual awards,
I believe. See the AMSC website for proper links.

TARGAS. The first of the season is the weekend after Wattisfield ( we don’t let the grass 
grow under our feet ) on March 26th at the excellent Wethersfield. It’s CMC’s event and is 
already full but marshals are always welcome and if you are thinking of trying Targas it 
really is worth marshalling on one or two to see what happens.

Green Belt/ Wickford have one at Woodbridge this year, which is another very good venue, 
apart from being local for us. All the Targas fill quickly so keep an eye on the AMSC website 
if you would like a go.

AUTOSOLOS/AUTOTESTS/PCA’s. There have been a few changes in the Blue Book this year 
for these events, but not all need to be applied to the Series events so we won’t be making 
too many changes. Recently our events have run at capacity so we’ll work on the ‘If it ain’t 
broke, don’t fix it’ concept. Again www.amsc.org.uk to keep up to date.

There is a need to delay fixing a couple of date/venue combinations at the moment but the 
first two are fixed.

If you have an MX5 or variant ( Eunos/Miata ) you may be attracted by a special award 
presented, very kindly, by Michael Cleverley, the MX5 specialist from Stradbroke. MX5’s 
seem to be the sports car of choice for Solos and we get consistently strong entries from 
them, and competitive times too.



CLASSICS. There are at least three Classic runs associated with AMSC clubs. ECMC/WSMC’s
South Suffolk Classic is on May14th and entries are coming in already. We visit the Long
Shop at Leiston and Flixton Air Museum and more complete details are elsewhere in the
Newsletter.

Cambridge Car Club and SCCoN both have very good events, CCC’s in April and SCCoN’s in
June. Chelmsford MC also have the East Anglian Classic which is a National Championship
HRCR  proper  competitive  event.  The  best  place  to  watch  them  is  on  the  tests  at
Wethersfield and they really are driven competitively. The only way to get in is to marshal.
Third Sunday in June so it can’t be a cold day: if you would like to see the action, please
watch the CMC webpage or contact me ( I’m Chief Marshal for it. )

There are still bits of the various 12-CAR NAV  RALLY Championships left to do. CMC have
two more and SCCoN’S season isn’t finished.

CMC will also be running a short series of 12-Car Regularities over the Summer. One ran last
year to try the idea out and it proved to be a really social and interesting way to spend a
Sunday morning, finishing with lunch at a pub.

SCCoN also have occasional Scatters ( like the Traditional Treasure Hunt in some ways but
with no defined route so problems aren’t caused to the local population ) . Having done a
couple of these, they are social, family friendly and fun and totally recommended.

SCCoN are also hoping to put together a few mid-week Autotests at Snetterton which will
be low-key and an ideal way to try something if you’ve not done an Autotest before.

SOMETHING WHICH HAS JUST BEEN ANNOUNCED is a new event for the Autumn. CMC are
working on a new venture which will be a Multi-venue Targa. Based around Thetford it will
have 10 venues with tests on farm tracks, all in daylight. They hope to attract entries from
Targa and Endurance cars, Historics and also Vintageants. If you saw the Benjafield racers at
Wretham last year you will know these. They include the 1925-pre war Bentleys and such
other awesome machines and to see them really driven is an unbelievable sight. They are
one of the spectacles of motoring. Keep an eye out for information. This will be a day NOT
to be missed.

It’s hoped we can put on a club slalom during the Summer. Finding space in a full calendar
and people with spare time to organise things is a big problem though. We are in urgent
need of committee and organiser help. If you think you could offer something please get in
touch as we’d be very grateful.

Enjoy the better weather.

Tony.



  For Regulations and Entry Forms visit:
www.southsuffolkclassic.co.uk 

http://www.southsuffolkclassic.co.uk/


-
Diss Heritage Triangle Car Show.

To the casual visitor apart from having a bloody great pond beside it Mere Street in
Diss is pretty much the same as any other high street in the land, same shops selling
the same stuff as anywhere else. But those who venture further up the hill discover a
plethora of cafés, pubs, restaurants and specialist food shops in the area known as
“The Triangle”. This encompasses the Market Place, Pump Hill, ST. Nicholas Street
and the various yards that lead off them. For one Sunday in August the thoroughfares
are given over to a Street Fayre and pre-1980 classic car show. This end of town will
be transformed to how it would have looked in the past and you could be part of it. If
you  have  a  suitable  car,  van,  motor  cycle,  lorry  or  bus  contact  Anne  Hyde  on
annechyde@gmail.com , period dress is optional.

mailto:annechyde@gmail.com




Diss Triangle

Sunday August 6th. 2017.

Booking Form

Vehicle Make .........................................
Details

Model ........................................

Year ...........................................

Signed ...................................

Print Name...............................
Tel. No......................................
Email........................................

Please return completed form to Peter Hyde. Grove Farm, Burston, Diss, 
Norfolk, IP22 5TH. Email: annechyde@gmail.com

Thank you.      Peter Hyde



Classified Adverts.

-

SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Weber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940
-

SAFELY FAST
Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington on :-

www.safelyfast.co.uk/

http://www.safelyfast.co.uk/


-

PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

-

VOLVO PV – 120 – P1800 – 140/164

Parts – Sales – Full Workshop Facilities.

Telephone 01379 388400
Email: volvo@amazoncars.co.uk

www.amazoncars.co.uk/index.asp

-

http://www.amazoncars.co.uk/index.asp
mailto:volvo@amazoncars.co.uk
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com


MAZDA  MX5
Servicing
Tuning

Track Day & Race Preparation
Accident Damage Repaired

Four Wheel Alignment
Rust Proofing

Sponsor of the: 
Michael Cleverley 

AMSC 2016 AutoSOLO Challenge 
Mazda MX5 Trophy.

Valley Farm Business Unit
New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

-

http://www.mx5expert.com/


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Cars on the Green 
& 

The Bury Motor
Show. 

 Sunday 18th June.
AT

Nowton Park
(BURY ST. EDMUNDS IP29 5LU)

For more info on trade stands
or to display your classic go to:

www.abbeygateevents.co.uk

Organised by Abbeygate Events

http://www.abbeygateevents.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk
-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/


 AQUAPLANE
FORD
 1172cc

PERFORMANCE
PARTS

&

PUBLICATIONS
Available From:

VINTAGE SUPPLIES Ltd.
NORTH WALSHAM

NORFOLK
NR28 0AJ

www.ford-aquaplane.co.uk/



All contents written in good faith. The permission of copyright holders has been obtained where known.
The copyright of the authors has been reserved

Errors and Omissions Excepted.
-

 Published by E.C.M.C Limited.

leigh@leightrevail.co.uk

mailto:leigh@leightrevail.co.uk

